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Welcome to our Third
Edition of the Vanuatu
Coastal Adaptation
Project
(VCAP)
Newsletter. This edition
provides another initiative
to share information’s
about the implementation
of activities that has been
carried out over the last
period of three months,
January to April of 2017,
by
the
Project
components at the target
vulnerable areas of the
Va n u a t u C o a s t a l
Adaptation Project sites.
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We hope you find it to be
informative and
interesting to find out
what type of activities
that
has
been
implemented at your area
in terms of addressing
the climate change
issues.
You can also find out
more information by
checking our Facebook
page or NAB Portal or
even contacting our main
office in Vila.
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FORECASTERS EQUIPPED WITH SKILLS ON NEW
INTEGRATED WEATHER FORECASTING SYSTEM
training Mr. Yves awarded the
eight participants from the
forecasting team with
certificates.

Forecasters underwent training on
new IWFS.

The weather forecasters recently
underwent training, advancing
their skills on how to operate the
new integrated system and to
disseminate weather information
through out the country in flexible
and timely manners to all the
users and stakeholders.
The two-weeks training was
conducted by Mr. Yves Magliulo
from the Meteo France
International (MFI) at the same
time saw the instalment of the
new Integrated Weather
Forecasting System (IWFS) at the
forecast section.
Comparing the current system to
the previous one, Mr. Jerry said
from now on they will no longer
be using the Microsoft word to
disseminate information however
everything will be web- based
which means that with just a click
on a button, all information will
automatically be updated on the
website and be sent via email to
all the clients.
At the end of the two weeks
VOLUME 1

S e n i o r F o r e c a s t e r, L e v u
Antafalo said, the new set up
will help to spend more time on
forecast, which will help to
improve the quality of
information given out.
The MFI team will be back in
May or June this year for the
final part of this activity to
conduct a monitoring training
for the system with the
forecasting team.
After the training this activity
will be 100% complete for the
component 2 of the Vanuatu
Coastal Adaptation Project
(VCAP)
Mr. Jerry Also acknowledge
VCAP project for providing
great assistant in supporting
the upgrade of the new
integrated system within the
Department and also will
eventually install the
Automated Weather Systems
in all Provinces starting from
Torres down to the southern
part of the country.
This will contribute a lot in
providing quality information to
be released to the public.

Forecasters Awarded with
Certificates

The training was funded by the
Global Environment Facility
and coordinated by UNDP
through the Ministry Of Climate
Change.
ISSUE 3
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VETIVER GRASS USE TO PREVENT SOIL EROSION
hedge row which also stabilises soil with
its deep rooting system.
The upland team has planted it along the
roadside at Follen Hill on Epi to Stabilise
soil beside road after the civil works
done by the Public Works Department to
upgrade the Standard of road starting
from Rovo Bay to Mavilao.
Vetiver may also help to divert water
flows and reduce pressure during heavy
rain.
Communities involve in Planting Of Vetiver
Grass at Follen Hill, Epi.

Vetiver Grass is one of the required
species that the Department of
Agriculture and Forestry has been
encouraging communities at the project
sites to plant along with trees at the
sloppy areas and erosion hot spot to
prevent Soil erosion from being wash
down to the sea.

This similar method will also apply to
other VCAP project sites through out the
Country.

Vetiver is a deeply rooted grass with tall
stems and long thin leaves that could
withstand cyclone, dry season and even
bush fire and is effective in controlling
soil erosion
when planted closely it can create a
Planting of Vetiver Grass, Follen Hill, Epi.

VCAP Project, Project Management Unit (PMU), Climate Division, VMGD Office
Ministry Of Climate Change and Natural Disasters, PMB 9054, Namba 2 Area, Port
Vila, Vanuatu
Ph: 5533633, Email: jtambe@vanuatu.gov.vu website: www.nab.vu Facebook page:
Vanuatu Coastal Adaptation Project
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EPI ROAD NEARING COMPLETION
The upgrade of Roads in the
two area councils within West
Epi is nearing completion.
All works are expected to be
completed by the end of next
month, May.
Coordinated by the Vanuatu
Coastal Adaptation Project
(VCAP), the project
concentrates on repairing of
damaged drift crossing on
creeks starting from Rovo Bay
to Mavilao. It also includes
repairing of primary roads,
drift crossing, fixing slopes
and the construction of a steel
bridge.
“The delay at releasing fund
to the contractor has also
delayed works thus affecting
the working schedule but it
has picked up phase and
progressing well,’’ VCAP
technical Coordinator, Raysen
Vire confirmed.
Mr. Vire said the contractor
has displayed a professional
job on delivering the civil
works according to plans,
despite bad weather
conditions encountered.
Once completed on Epi, the
similar project would be
extended to other project sites
through out the country such
as Pentecost, South Santo,
South Malekula and Aniwa.
Epi District Administration
o f fi c e r, L o u i K o r a h h a s
expressed their satisfaction
regarding the project.
“The VCAP has done a
tremendous work by targeting
the worst areas on the island
and it will be a great
VOLUME 1

Malvasi Creek Drift Crossing

achievement to the Shefa
Province as soon as the work
is complete.
People on Epi are looking
forward to improved
infrastructure that will
enhance accessibility to
services such as banks,
markets, airports, shipping
hubs, police force and judicial
services.
The site coordinator, Basil
Mael, said the most significant
thing about VCAP is that it is
different compared to other
projects, as it does not
concentrate only on road
works. It also focuses on
other issues as well such as
ISSUE 3

conserving marine resources ,
managing food and water
security by the upland and
forestry Department and also
improve the standard of living
with help from the Department
of Local Authority.
The project also helps
communities on Epi to
understand the importance
and responsibility to manage
and care for their resources.
Funded by the Global
Environment Facility as facility
as facilitated by UNDP
through the Ministry of
Climate Change.
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AGRO FORESTRY DEMONSTRATION PLOTS
As part of the recovery after
cyclone Pam, the upland team
together with help from the
Local Community have
established a huge Agro
Forestry demonstration plot at
Banga Village on west Epi.
The plot is about 50 m length
and 30 m wide and contain
citrus (grafted Mandarin,
Tahitian lime and orange),
sandal wood and mahogany
intercropped
with
recommended collection of
Island Taro, Cassava and
sweet potato.
The plot has consist of more
than ten different Varieties of
island Taro.
The planting materials
established in the plot were
being sourced from the

Agroforestry Demo Plot
Planting Materials

VOLUME 1

Vanuatu Agriculture Research
Training Centre (VARTC) in
Luganville Santo
The
agroforestry
demonstration plot will be used
as both a collection and
multiplication plot. Planting
material produced from the plot
will be distributed to local
farmers and the surrounding
communities after the Harvest
of the previous plot at Walavea
agriculture station.
Such practices will also help
local communities to identify
which type of variety is suitable
to grow in their area and
become more resilient to the
impact of Climate Change
issues.

Agro Forestry Demonstration Plot At Banga Village, West Epi.
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FADs

The aim of this
activity is to allow
communities fish
around the FADs
while preserving
and conserving
the
marine
resources along
the reefs.
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COMMUNITIES OF WEST COAST EPI AND
ANIWA BENEFITED FROM FISH AGGREGATING
DEVICES (FADS)
Fish Aggregating Devices known as FADs or rafters are used widely in
developing countries to concentrate pelagic fish, making them easier to
catch. Near shore FADs anchored close to the coast of Aniwa Island
and west coast of Epi allowing access for rural communities. The
Development and Deployment of 6 FADs in total was installed in the two
communities through the Vanuatu Fisheries Department in Collaboration
with the Vanuatu Coastal Adaptation Project (VCAP).
Based on technical results, it showed that marine reef resources have
been decreased gradually over the past years to date. With that,
communities of Aniwa and west coast Epi have agreed to establish Tabu
areas within their coastline to relief pressure from the reef allowing
marine reef resources for restocking, given that FADs is the alternative
measure taken to support the community’s livelihood.
Communities of West Coast Epi and Aniwa are now benefiting on the
installed FADs. Over 800 poullet and other deep bottom fish such as
wahoo were caught around those FADs during the month of February to
March this year. Income from the sale of these was used for school
fees. Fishing gears and household goods’, confirmed by Local
Fisherman on Epi, Mr. Jonas Steven.
VCAP Fisheries Coordinator, Ms Elena Silas has also reported that
communities on Aniwa have also benefited from the installed FADs.
On the next two page is the analysed data based on monthly catch
reports provided by the Aniwa Island fish data monitors for the months
of July to October 2016.

Fish Caught on
FADs

VOLUME 1

Pelagic Fish Caught on Fish Aggregating Device, FADs at Aniwa.
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This data was sourced from both artisanal and subsistence fishers whom
landed their catches at the landing sites of; Samania, Tacin and Yatoto, all in
Aniwa Islands.

VOLUME 1
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This data is based on pelagic fish species only (FADs catches)

Hopefully this year more FADs will be install on other projects sites such as South
Malekula to help the local fishermen and also helps conserve the marine resources for
future benefits.Further training and capacity building will be conducted to fishers on
the island with more installation of FADs to targeted VCAP communities.
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CONSTRUCTION OF CLIMATE - PROOFED OFFICES FOR
EPI, PENTECOST AND SOUTH SANTO IN PROGRESS

Foundation of Vermaul Area Council building in Rovoliu, Epi.

Construction works for establishing the local Area Council office buildings on Epi, Pentecost and
South Santo has been progressing well over the last month.
VCAP Coordinator, Noel Jacob says, foundation works on Rovoliu Area council building on Epi has
been completed while the other two have just started on laying out the foundation.
The main purpose of these buildings is to provide climate-proofed offices for these three areas,
whereas in the past there were no permanent offices. Also the buildings will be used as Evacuation
centre for vulnerable groups such as disable, Site coordinator Basil Mael says, the communities on
Epi were so happy to see the progress of the climate proof building and were looking forward to its
completion.
Mr. Jacob said all construction works were expected to be completed within three
month’s time.

– four

VCAP Project, Project Management Unit (PMU), Climate Division, VMGD Office
Ministry Of Climate Change and Natural Disasters, PMB 9054, Namba 2 Area, Port Vila, Vanuatu
Ph: 5533633, Email: jtambe@vanuatu.gov.vu website: www.nab.vu Facebook: Vanuatu Coastal Adaptation Project
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General Agroforestry Practices Benefits
- Increase crop production and
food security ( Quantitative and
qualitatively).

- Nitrogen - fixing trees &
Shrubs can substantially
increase nitrogen inputs

- Generates short, medium and
long term benefits e.g income,
maximise yield from a given
piece of land.

to agroforestry systems. It
can be employed to
reclaim eroded and

- Enable sustainability of food
sources.

degraded land. The
decomposition

- Agro forestry can reduce the
risks of NCD’s.

of tree

litter and pruning can
substantially contribute to

- It is a conservation system for
flora and fauna representing a
dynamic ecological Ecosystem of
Biodiversity.

maintenance of soil
fertility. The addition of
high quality tree pruning
(i.e. High in Nitrogen but

- agro forestry can enhance soil
water availability to land - use
systems.

which decay rapidly)
leads to large increase in
crop yields.

For more information :
VCAP Project, Project Management Unit (PMU), Climate Division, VMGD Office
Ministry Of Climate Change and Natural Disasters, PMB 9054, Namba 2 Area, Port Vila, Vanuatu
Ph: 5533633, Email: jtambe@vanuatu.gov.vu website: www.nab.vu Facebook page: Vanuatu Coastal Adaptation Project
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